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ATTENTION AUTHORS 

The Journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs 
publishes articles that deal primarily with contemporary US-
Latin American relations, US foreign policy regarding Latin 
America, Latin American nations' relations with each other 
and the rest of the world, and Latin American internal affairs 
when such have clear implications for US foreign policy. The 
editors also welcome from scholars and public figures 
worldwide articles about political, economic, cultural, and 
social aspects of Latin American interrelationships. 

This is a refereed journal. All submissions are sent to qualified 
reviewers to determine acceptance for publication. 

Send manuscripts in duplicate to address below, typewritten 
and double spaced. Place footnotes, references, tables, and 
charts on separate pages following current JOURNAL style. 

Upon acceptance you will be asked to provide your 
manuscript, including tables, charts and a brief biographical 
paragraph about the author, which should be supplied in 
two forms: 1) on IBM-compatible or Macintosh computer 
disks, and 2) two complete, double-spaced print-outs of all 
materials on the disk/s. Place footnotes, references, tables, 
charts and biographical paragraph on separate pages following 
current JOURNALstyle. Columns in tables and charts should 
use tabs instead of individual spacing. A brief biographical 
paragraph should include the author's current affiliations, 
recent publications, and research interests. Correspondence 
regarding book reviews should Ix1 directed to the Book 
Review Editor at the Journal o f Interamerican Studies 
and World Affairs, University of Miami, P.O. Box 284205, 
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3027. 
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THE NORTH-SOUTH CENTER promotes better relations among the countries of 
the Western Hemisphere through programs of cultural and technical 
exchange, public outreach, research services, education programs, online 
information, and publications. 

NORTH-SOUTH, THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAS A forum for debate of the 
major issues on the North-South agenda. A bimonthly publication, North-
South covers North American-Caribbean-Latin American relations, trade, 
business, economics, politics, the environment, and social issues. 
Interviews, analyses, articles, legislative updates, and country-by-country 
business and political briefs are regularly featured.* 

JOURNAL OF INTERAMERICAN STUDIES AND WORLD AFFAIRS 

For over thirty years the Journal has provided informed perspectives on 
U.S.-Latin American international relations.* 

NORTH-SOUTH CENTER REPORTS North-South Focus is a monthly country 
report series with a cross-cutting thematic approach oriented around the 
North-South agenda. The North-South Issues series provides a monthly 
analysis of the major economic, social, and political developments that 
impact North-South relations. 305-284-8914. 

INFO-SOUTH LATIN AMERICAN INFORMATION SYSTEM reviews more than 
1,200 publications for contemporary social, political, and economic 
information on Latin America. It provides citations, online abstracts, and 
financial statistics, as well as an online directory of names, associations, 
and businesses in the news in Latin America. 305-284-4414 or call toll-free 
800-752-9567. 

INFO-SOUTH ABSTRACTS Over 2,500 recent abstracts from the online 
service. $380/year subscription.* 

THE CUBAN INFORMATION SYSTEM The comprehensive data base on Cuba, 
including information on current politics, policies, economic data analyses 
and forecasts, demographic profiles, and future investment risk-analysis 
studies. Call 305-284-8906 for more information. 

_ _ * Order from TRANSACTION PERIODICALS CONSORTIUM, Rutgers University, 
[ M New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. Phone 908-932-2280. 
^== Fax 908-932-3138. Postage is extra for foreign subscriptions. 

THE NORTH-SOUTH CENTER/THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI 
1S(K) Monza Avenue, P.O Box 248205, Coral Gables, FL 33124-3027 

Telephone 305-284-6868 / Fax 305-284-6370 
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